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Bilingual Education in Japanese Socioculture 

We’re raucous in our 

peer groups, 
otherwise reserved. 

New multicultural 
Japan? They’re 

just my cousins. 

Buddhist-Shinto syncretism and cliffs that eat temples are antiquarian? 
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Bilingual Education in Japanese Socioculture  
 - some of the relatively few favorable factors 

 

 Japanese-English bilingualism is valorized 

 Widely acknowledged extrinsic need for more 
effective TEFL and international perspectives 

 Cultural attitudes encouraging hard study through 
high school and hard work after college graduation 

 Communicative abilities due to a high-EQ, sociable, 
responsive, other-oriented and assimilative culture 

 The economy attracts target language teachers, 
affords facilities and resources for L2 education 

 Bilingual education programs can be accredited if 
they parallel national standard curriculum contents 

 Japan has some excellent bilingualism researchers, 
with some definitive works translated into Japanese 
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Bilingual Education in Japanese Socioculture  
- the wall and some other unfavorable factors 

 Mutually exclusive sense of cultural allegiance: 
Japanese or non-Japanese, extending to language, 
thus no concept of developing a bicultural identity, 
rather a fear of being perceived as crossing over, 
which mitigates against foreign language fluency 

 Government ideology of homogeneity (sameness as 
democratic equality) leads to assimilation of language 
minority children and readjustment of returnees; i.e., 
language as a problem instead of a right or resource 

 Accreditation is practically impossible for schools of 
or by non-Japanese including submerged minorities 

 Common sense notions about language acquisition, 
repeated even by some academic authors, reinforce 
misconceptions about bilingualism, so research-based 
bilingual education theory is difficult to learn or teach 

 
Are there any questions about this first interface? 
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Japanese Socioculture in Podcasting Technologies 

Let the speaker 
know if you’re 

puzzled too! 
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Japanese Socioculture in Podcasting Technologies 

It’s too 

deep. 
I surrender! 
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Japanese Socioculture in Podcasting Technologies 

Questions even from developed countries? 
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Podcasting Technologies in Bilingual Education 

      First, some technologies: an iPod and an MP3 format digital voice recorder with 
a retractable extension to connect to a computer through a USB port and upload 
sound files (arrow). This small, light and handy gadget also brings in some 
elements of Japanese socioculture  
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Podcasting Technologies in Bilingual Education 
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         Podcasting Technologies in Bilingual Education 

       Clicking on the title of a podcast opens another Web page with an 
MP3 player, an annotation describing the lecture, and sometimes an 
external link to download a course file. In this case it is the first lecture 
of the semester and the link is to the detailed syllabus. 

Are there any questions about this third and last interface? 
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For further investigation 

• 2005 Journal article “Spoken Internet to go: Popularization through Podcasting” 

• 2006 book chapters on e-learning, global online education & virtual organizations 

• Podcasting, Coursecasting & Web 2.0 Technologies for Research (EFL wiki) 

• iTunesU News and Coursecasting Research (Del.icio.us social bookmarking) 

• Steve Illustrated (Flickr photo sharing) with e-learning screen shots for research 

• Podcasting sites “Japancasting” and “Coursecasting Bilingual Education” 

• English and Japanese blogs, Technorati profile for metadata tagging searches 

• Japanese and English homepages since 1996, mobile phone Website since 2000 

• World Association for Online Education (WAOE), an NPO with membership free 

• Articles & interviews on Online Education, Asian Studies, EFL & Bilingualism 
 

     all available from www.waoe.org/steve    e-mail waoe@mail.goo.ne.jp  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


